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From Your Chairman
As we make our way through
another year, thus far, of extreme
weather conditions (yet again!), I
am reminded how thankful I am
of the hardiness of our amazing
breed.
As my heart was breaking while
our stalls and paddocks flooded
time and time again this spring,
my ponies remained ever grateful
and seemingly unphased by wet feet and mud! As I fretted
regarding the heat and humidity, my ponies shrugged it all off
by taking a purposeful nap in the sun instead of utilizing their
shelter! It is their constant resilience in the face of adversity
that has become my inspiration throughout these challenges.
How wonderful to be content with the simple things in life!
There have been many moments in all these years since
having Fell Ponies, that these beautiful animals have told me
far more than any words spoken out loud. I’m sure each one of
you could give your own example of how your ponies enrich
your lives in ways you could have never imagined!
Thank you all for being a part of this great breed, and
enlarging its journey into more hearts, and more homes, year
after year.
Best wishes,

Melissa Kreuzer

FPSNA WELCOMES
NEW MEMBERS

R. Sment, IL • N. Rauba, IL
M. Brokaw-Comer, WA • J. Corcoran, WI
P. Pabst, GA • L. Howell, FL
E. Johnston, NC • D & M Pontz, NJ
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Photo Courtesy of Melissa R. Kreuzer

Now is the Perfect Time
to Enroll Your Pony in the
2019 PPA Program
Feel free to contact
promotions@fpsna.org
for questions regarding this program.

As a 501(c)(3) non-profit, FPSNA is always
looking for ways to stretch our funding and
keep beneficial programs growing. FPSNA
shall again recognize a new & easy way to earn
extra cash for our club. FPSNA participates in
the Triple Crown Feeds ‘Partners Program’*,
which is a clip n’ save opportunity for anyone
using the Triple Crown Nutrition product line.
Proofs of purchase from every type of feed
are eligible for the program, from TC Senior
to Safe Starch Forage. At .25-.35 each, credit
per bag adds up quickly!
Members are able to gather proofs from
others as well, like friends or neighbors. You
may even be able to place a collection can at
your local TC feed supplier!
We will be continuing with this program after
having great success in past years. FPSNA
shall recognize the member who submits the
largest number of proofs in our PPA edition
of the Fell Pony Express. (Council members
not eligible).
Questions on this program may be directed to
our Chairman, Melissa Kreuzer, at chairman@
fpsna.org
*Our participation in the Triple Crown Partners
Program is not intended as a solicitation for
Triple Crown Nutrition, Inc.

CHAIRMAN .
PROMOTIONS DIRECTOR,
& ACTING SECRETARY
Melissa Kreuzer
Lafayette, Tennessee 37083
Email: Chairman@fpsna.org
(or awards@fpsna.org)
VICE CHAIRMAN
& FPE EDITOR
Terie Overbey
Bowie, Texas 76230
Email: newsletter@fpsna.org
(or Zone4Rep@fpsna.org)

ZONE 2 REPRESENTATIVE:
Nichole Jansen
Seminole, Florida
Email: Zone2Rep@fpsna.org

ZONE 3 REPRESENTATIVE:
Isabelle Tremblay
Ottawa, Ontario
Email: Zone3Rep@fpsna.org

FPSNA STALLION AUCTION
MANAGER
Elise Miller
Snohomish, Washington
Email: info@fpsna.org
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News from Tennessee: ZONE 3
This year has been very rewarding, a bit of a ‘little red hen’ year as the
work put in from many years past is now coming to fruition. Our foaling
season was our most productive ever, with 9 foals delivered to term from
a group of broodmares who all made my role as ‘midwife’ very easy! Over
the dull winter months, thinking on what theme I should choose for foal
names is something I always find entertaining. As this season started to
unfold, it looked like the right choice was to go old school and kick it
back to an ‘A’ name year, typically something reserved for a breeder’s first
year foaling. But with the passing of our first Fell Pony Corrennie Afton
just hours before the season’s first filly arrived, in addition to the debut
of our new place name prefix, Cumberland, ‘A’ became a really timely
theme for 2019.
2019 also kicks off my newest venture, Ponies N’ Pints Cumbrian
Tours. I had contemplated offering guided tours to the birthplace of
our breed for many years, but hadn’t the time to really consider putting
it all together. Over last Christmas, I finally did, and by the time this
newsletter is published, our inaugural group will be there and back
again! I am really excited to bring the world of the Fell Pony and all its
culture, history and tradition to my fellow travelers! From the popularity exhibited from this year’s tour, it is quite
likely I will be offering the tour again in 2020.
Drybarrows Ambassador, our stallion sired by multi-Supreme Champion Carrock I’m Yer Man, is now four
years old and has his first foals of his own on the ground this spring, in addition to learning a job this winter under
the expert instruction of trainer Nichole Jansen of Waypoint Carriage Ponies. He had a range of great experiences
with her, from all manners of work under saddle to pulling two wheeled carts and four wheel carriages! It was a
wonderful opportunity for him at a time of year when a stallion can very much be otherwise under-utilized.
I am looking forward to fall, working with all our precious foals, and saying goodbye to another Southern summer.
Left: Cumberland Armistice aka Mistress, first filly by Lunesdale Warlord in North
America, out of DreamHayven Aurora.
Top Right: Drybarrows Ambassador, working well under saddle.
Bottom: Drybarrows Ambassador © Kristina McKenzie
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Our Best Wishes!
				
Melissa Kreuzer
Dream Hayven
Farm. Lafayette, TN

News from Colorado: ZONE 4
When my husband was killed in an accident in January this year,
the structure of my life was upended. But one of the first things my
sister said to me that night that my life changed was, “you still have
your ponies.” That observation has been echoed by others. The owner
of a pony-powered farm in Vermont emphasized to me that at times
like these, interacting with ponies is therapeutic. Others have pointed
out that my pony chores provide structure for my life as I deal with not
only the loss of my best friend and soul mate but also my job and my
sense of home. The ponies have shown me that they recognize grief
and that they grieve too. I am so blessed to share my life with these
intelligent, soulful, and loyal friends.
Meanwhile, I continue to research and learn about Fell Ponies. I’ve
begun organizing my research on-line to assist with what I consider
an urgent priority for our breed: keeping Fell Ponies on the fells of
northern England. The pressures those landscapes face are as intense
as anywhere, and many interest groups are better organized and funded than we in the Fell Pony community are. The next decade should be
fascinating for our breed.
I hope your ponies provide you with both solace and inspiration as mine do me!
Jenifer Morrissey
Willowtrail Farm, Gould, CO
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News from Illinois: ZONE 3
Another whirlwind of a spring! We survived a crazy brutally
cold winter, a “spring” of nonstop rain, which resulted in flooding
across our area, now we are in the middle of an extreme heat
advisory. With all the rain, 2 shows we were planning on attending
were canceled. Not how we wanted to start our 2019 show season,
but we are well prepared now for when we do get to go to a show!
Hardenberg Griffen left HFHF, LLC this spring for his new
home at Stonedragon Ranch with Robyn Schamp. We are so very
happy to hear how easily he has settled into his new home. This
colt was a dream to work with. We can’t wait to hear what all he
accomplishes in his future. We are grateful to Robyn for keeping us
posted on how Griffen is doing.
Highbrook Young Master also left for training with Terie
Overbey this spring. Terie quickly saw why we love Master so
much. He has the best temperament, is incredibly intelligent and
easy to work with. Terie is taking his training slow as Master is
really filling out this summer and building muscle! He is a true testament to the Miller’s breeding program. Working with Terie has been a
dream come true. She knows these ponies and is bringing Master along based on his needs and level of skill. She also keeps us constantly
posted on his progress. We are extremely grateful for Terie and her dedication to Master’s training.
Lownthwaite Hazel was confirmed in foal to the stunningly handsome Lunesdale Warlord. Hazel has produces some She is back under
saddle working with a young lady who will be showing her for us this year. Hazel is so quick to pick up everything she is taught. We are looking
forward to all the ribbons these two will be bringing home.
Last but certainly never least, our beloved Lemon Drop was confirmed in foal to Lunesdale Warlord as well. We are praying so hard that
this one sticks. LD was stolen from me by Jayden (our daughter) and they have such a connection. Jayden (8yrs old) has been learning posting
trot, NOT the easiest to pick up, right?? Well, this pony takes really good care of Jayden, if she feels her off balance, she stops. She is so careful
with our little girl, they have such a special bond. It is really something to watch them together. I cannot wait to see how they progress. This is
what it is all about! The relationships, the memories and the pony hugs.
Best wishes to you and your ponies!
The Moser Family
Hardenberg Feathered Horse Farm
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Ponies For Sale
FELL PONIES OF ALL AGES - FPS Reg. No. Pending; Foaled: 2019; PRICE: PRIVATE TREATY
Dream Hayven has been breeding the rare and stunning Fell Pony exclusively since our first foals in
2006. They have captured our hearts completely! We are expecting a large number of foals in 2019,
in addition to young stock, older ponies and more. Contact us early for the best selection. Our Fell
Ponies are a part of our family, raised and prepared to become a cherished part of yours! All stock
fully registered & micro-chipped with the Fell Pony Society.
Contact: Melissa Kreuzer; Dream Hayven
Nashville, Tennessee, 37027, USA
Website : www.DreamHayven.com; Email : fells@dreamhayven.com
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LITTLETREE
BODINI

FPSNA Stallions

FP51308C*;License No . FP338; Foaled 2002
Color: Seal Brown; Markings: None; Current Height: 14.0hh
FPS AI Permit (y/n): yes;
Sire: Rylstone Black Knight FP50148C
Dam: Lunesdale Gypsy Rose FP2545
Melissa R Kreuzer
Dream Hayven Farm, LLC
Lafayette, Tennessee, 37083, United States
Website : www.dreamhayven.com
Email : info@dreamhayven.com

Not Sure Which Zone You’re In?
WA
ND

MT

MN

OR
ID
WY

IL

UT

CA

CO

RI

MI

IA

NE
NV

NH
WI

SD

IN

OH

OK

NM

AR

MS

SC

AL
GA

TX

FP70986C*;License No . FP521; Foaled 2007
Sire: Littltree Bodini FP51308C*
Dam: Greenholme Veronica FP3920
Nichole Jansen
WayPoint Carriage Ponies
14487 86th Ave
Seminole, FL, 33776, United States
Phone : 727-430-2904
Email : waypointponies@gmail.com

FL
ZONE 1: 12 MEMBERS
ZONE 2: 12 MEMBERS
ZONE 3: 11 MEMBERS

HI

ZONE 4: 9 MEMBERS

Check the Map to Find Out!

FP50926C*; License No. FP306R; Foaled 1999
Color: Grey; Markings: none; Current Height: 13.00hh hh
FPS AI Permit (y/n): yes
Sire: Lunesdale Mountain Mist FP716C*
Dam: Greenholme Lorane FP2399
Elaine Dunson / Rene Bender
Fell Legend Farm
P.O. Box 31
Lincoln, CA, 95648, United States
Website: www.facebook.com/pg/LunesdaleMercury
Email: elaineauburn@aol.com
Phone: 916-205-1046
FP71091C*;License No . FP544; Foaled 2007
Color: Black; Markings: None; Current Height: 13.2 hh
FPS AI Permit (y/n): yes;
Sire: Greenholme Warrior FP70490C*
Dam: Lunesdale Lady Rebecca FP3455
Select Ponies International, LLC
Chesapeake City, MD, 21915, United States
Website : www.facebook.com/SelectPoniesIntl/?
ref=settings
Email : selectponies@dreamhayven.com

TIME
Is Running Out!

NC

TN
AZ

LITTLETREE
Color: Brown; Markings: seal points; Current Height: 13.2 hh
LIMITED EDITION FPS AI Permit (y/n): no;

LUNESDALE
WARLORD

VA

MO

TX

LUNESDALE
MERCURY

DE
MD

WV

MURTHWAITE
BOY BLUE II

STENNERSKEUGH
DANNY BOY

FP72255C*;License No . FP773; Foaled 2013
Color: Grey; Markings: None
Current Height: 12.3 hh
FPS AI Permit (y/n): yes;
Sire: Murthwaite Ice Man FP70516C*
Dam: Murthwaite Grey Bird FP4111
Select Ponies International, LLC
Chesapeake City, MD, 21915, United States
Website : www.facebook.com/SelectPoniesIntl
/?ref=settings
Email : selectponies@dreamhayven.com
FP70466C*;License No . FP426; Foaled 2004
Color: Black; Markings: None
Current Height: 13.1 hh
FPS AI Permit (y/n): yes;
Sire: Lunesdale Tarquin FP50793C*
Dam: Stennerskeugh Martha May FP2333
Melissa R Kreuzer
Dream Hayven Farm, LLC
Lafayette, Tennessee, 37083, United States
Website : www.DreamHayven.com
Email : info@dreamhayven.com

The Deadline for the Fall/Winter Issue
of The Fell Pony Express is

NOVEMBER 15, 2019

Send Your Submissions to newsletter@fpsna.org
If you have questions about your submission,
please don’t hesitate to contact us!
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The

Hardendale

Fell Ponies

Hardendale Black Jack (Merlin) at the Kentucky Horse Park in 2003.
Courtesy Sue Millard

By Jenifer Morrissey
The Hardendale Fell Ponies have a relatively
long history in North America. In 2000, Laura
Hart imported Hardendale Black Jack and
wrote the following about the process. “During
our ten days [of pony shopping in England] we
looked at approximately seven viable ponies
which would fit my criteria. We easily chose
one named Hardendale Black Jack. “BJ” as his
owner called him is a magnificent specimen of
a Fell pony with very strong thick bones and
prolific feather. His owner took us driving
with BJ through a field full of cows and sheep
and we then got an opportunity to ride him
bareback. He was great and I bought him; my
exporter got him to America in record time
and BJ was at the farm in Michigan within 2
weeks. He arrived in fine fettle and ready to go
and I am now working with him every day and
making progress.” (1) Merlin, as Laura called
him, went on to be a great ambassador for the
Fell Pony, serving for three seasons on exhibit
at the Kentucky Horse Park and was shown
successfully at The Livestock Conservancy’s
Instructional British Rare Breed Show in 2003.
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Tracey Mallinson on Hardendale Liberty at the Linnel Wood
Performance Trials. Courtesy Barry Mallinson

Today, the Hardendale Fell Ponies are bred by
Barry and Tracey Mallinson. Barry’s earliest memory
of Fell Ponies was from 8 or 9 years old: “I used to
see the ponies on the fell where our sheep used to
be grazed.” Barry’s grandfather is mentioned in ‘the
Black Book,’ the first stud books of the Fell Pony
Society. His great grandparents used fell ponies on
their farm. His grandparents lived at Castle Farm,
Hardendale, which inspired the stud’s name. Tracey
has also been around the ponies for decades and
began breaking and training the Hardendale ponies
more than thirty years ago. Barry’s former wife Ann
also was involved with the ponies.
Hardendale Henry at Dakota Fells. Courtesy Lori Welbig
On May 3rd, 2003, the Cumberland &
Westmorland Herald reported, “The last of a
consignment of eight top quality Fell ponies put
together by Barry and Ann Mallinson, of Shap, has
been flown out of London to a new home in the
USA. The colt Hardendale Henry was bred by the
Mallinsons and is to be the foundation stallion for
his new American owner’s breeding program. After
a week’s delay in quarantine, Hardendale Henry left
Heathrow for New York where he joined the other
seven Fell ponies in the group, which were flown
out more than a week earlier from Amsterdam.
All the ponies were then transported on by road to
Minnesota buyer and breeder Dr. Alison EmslieSmith. Barry and Ann have bred the traditional
Cumbrian Fell ponies at their Hardendale Stud for Hardendale Jewel is the dam of both H. Black Jack and
more than 30 years, and were asked by Dr. Emslie- Midtown Moment of Madness, as well as numerous other
ponies for the Hardendale and Midtown studs.
Smith to coordinate the purchase of the ponies for
Courtesy Barry Mallinson.
her new breeding program.” (2)
Hardendale Henry has sired numerous foals
for Alison Emslie-Smith’s Garrighyll Stud, and
he was shown driving at Kentucky Horse Park in
2008. Henry is now on loan to Dakota Fells until
2020 where his first foals for Lori Welbig and Rick
Kruthoff are on the ground in 2019.
Barry has served on the Fell Pony Society (FPS)
Council for seventeen years and also serves on
the Overseas Committee for FPS. In 2003, Barry
traveled to the United States to visit Henry and the
other ponies he exported for Alison and to judge
at an event at the Kentucky Horse Park. Barry has
also expressed his interest in helping others learn
Barry shares, “Learning with fells is something all the
about Fells by assisting with the Learning with
family gets involved with, teaching children how to
Fells program for FPS. In addition, “We present the handle Fell Ponies and generally have a fun Fell Pony day
Hardendale Fell Pony trophy at Crosby Ravensworth
where I have found children learn a great deal.” Photo
Show to the highest placed rider under 16 years old.”
courtesy Barry Mallinson
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Barry describes his childhood. “The first
memories I have as a boy are riding the work
horse back from the hay fields at Hardendale
where I was born. My grandparents soon
realised how keen I was and got me a donkey.
He was called Davey. I think I must have been
about five years old. What a noise he would
make when I went to school in the morning
and again at night when I came home. It was
a very close community in those days and on
a weekend cousins and friends would come
and play football and cricket. Another past
time was riding Davey. I was the only one
that could ride him. Everyone else he used to
take and drop off in a big bunch of nettles in
the corner of the field.
“While I was still at school I started to help
a chap called Stan Mawson. I think it would
be fair to say this is probably where I gained
most of my knowledge of ponies, especially
Fell Ponies. He is dead now but when he was
alive I would spend as much time as possible
with him going over to his farm almost every
Sunday. He bred the Moorhouse Fell Ponies.
It was with Stan I had my first encounters of Barry shares, "Cockermouth show with myself and my daughter
gathering the fell. Before the motorway came
Georgina taking overall champion with Midtown Moment of
through we used to go on foot but later we
Madness.” Photo courtesy Barry Mallinson
would go on horseback, with no saddles, just
a hessian sack. Gathering the fell was done
probably once a year and it was the only way to bring all the wild ponies in to take the foals off and check
them. Some never did come in and lived on the fell for years. I remember once taking some of Stan’s horses
to Hawes auction and someone asking me what they had done. I said, “They ride and drive. They have rode
here in the wagon and I am going to drive them down into the ring!”
“I started work for the county council when I was 15 and so started getting a wage. This was when my
parents started saying why didn’t I buy myself a Fell Pony like my great grandparents used to have, so I bought
my first Fell Pony in the spring of 1971 from Thomas and Sarge Noble of the Heltondale stud. As well as
helping Stan, I would also help Thomas and Sarge gather the fell. I regularly helped on auction day and always
haltered all of Sarge’s foals. My first mare was called Heltondale Fusedale Daisy. She foaled in late July a colt
which meant I didn’t served her again until the following year and she foaled a filly in 1973 which I called
Hardendale Star.
“In 1981, my son Craig was born (now the breeder of the Midtown Fell Ponies.) I gave Craig his first Fell
Pony, a black yearling I bred called Hardendale Dawn. She was your true family Fell Pony. Craig was only very
small but I could put him on her with no saddle or bridle and walk down the field, but when Tracey got on
her, she was switched on and won a lot in ridden classes. I could whistle for her across the fell and she would
come running and I suppose that’s how Craig got into Fell Ponies.
“Dawn had a little white star on her forehead, and we decided to black it out for showing, I do not really
know why, it does not seem to matter today. But anyway, we showed her all summer, and the only judge that
noticed was Bert Morland of the Lunesdale Fell Ponies, who I have learnt a lot through watching him judge.
Other men who are not with us now but I gained a great deal of knowledge from were Ernest Metcalfe,
Tommy Bainbridge - who bred the Orton Hall Ponies - and Stan Braken, who bred Dales Ponies.
12

“While Stan Mawson was alive, he gave me a brown Fell Pony
called Moorhouse Rosie who probably has her name on more Fell
Pony trophies up north than any other. When I got Rosie she came
straight off the fell; she had never been inside, and when I put her
in, she tried to climb the walls of the stable. I never did actually get
her to long rein properly; we ended up just having to get on her.
Even when being shown at sixteen she still seemed to think she was
a racehorse.
“I sold Tracey her first Fell Pony in the mid-nineties, Hardendale
Lady. We broke her in, and I know Tracey spent hours schooling
her and could just about do anything with her. It was some years
later we were stood in Tracey’s yard, and she asked me to leg her
onto Lady just to have a little go on her. Now we both learned a
real lesson that day. Lady went literally crackers, rodeoing down the
yard, and that is the only time I have told Tracey to get off and she
leapt onto my back. All the years Tracey or anyone else rode Lady
they always had a saddle on. Lady had never had anyone on her
back without a saddle. Now every horse we break is rode with and
without a saddle.”
Barry has rights for three ponies on an enclosed fell near Shap
and Crosby Ravensworth. “We put the young ones on the fell which
is called The Hassocks at Hardendale. It is an enclosed fell which is
on limestone and it has natural spring water.”
Moorhouse Rosie, which Stan Mawson gave to Barry, is Barry’s
favorite Fell Pony. “I never will sell her,” he says. (3) Rosie’s daughter
Hardendale Liberty is Barry’s favorite that he has bred. Hardendale
Henry, the stallion on this side of the pond, is also out of Rosie.
Regarding the art of breeding, Barry shares, “Always try to breed
better than what you have which is hard to do because the best
mare and stallion will not give you the best foal so look at a stallion
who would improve your own mare.”
Regarding proper Fell Pony movement, Barry says, “Up and
down like a piston isn’t action. The pony must also cover ground
with joints flexing; they’ve got to be able to cover the ground for the
action to be right. A lot of ponies could move if their owners would
let them. If you don’t walk out, the horse won’t walk out. My good
friend and mentor Jane Glass worked with our stallion Bishopdale
Duke before one Stallion Show. She had him walk up and down the
yard faster and faster until we got him walking right.”
“I believe it is possible to select for temperament and it is very
important for children to be able to handle these ponies.” In Sue
Millard’s book Hoofprints in Eden, Barry elaborated on this point.
“I’ve two foals there and since they were born they’ll come right
up to you for a stroke. As long as I’ve had horses, I’ve never had a
foal that would come right up from the word Go. And they come
up now and they lean at you, to be petted. They’ll leave their mams
and come. And they’d left their mams that morning, when they
were born, to come. I’ve never known it, it’s unreal, the nature that
[Bishopdale Duke]’s got is unbelievable.” (4) Duke is Hardendale
Henry’s sire, and Henry is well-regarded on this side of the pond
for his temperament.

Moorhouse Rosie and Vicky Rudd in
2006. Courtesy Fleur Hallam

Hardendale Liberty and her 2019 colt
foal by Murthwaite Barkley.
Courtesy Barry Mallinson

Bishopdale Duke, a stallion highly
regarded at the Hardendale stud.
Courtesy Barry Mallinson
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The Hardendale Fell Ponies. Photo courtesy Barry Mallinson

Thinking about the breed over time, Barry shares,
“The breed has changed; the ponies have gone smaller
and thicker set; also the conformation is being hidden
by hair.
“My hopes for the future of the breed would be getting
less [Foal Immunodeficiency Syndrome] and being
able to keep the old breed lines. My concern would be
that the old breed lines will disappear through time by
not using them because they are FIS carriers, which in
practice could still breed onto clear ponies and hopefully produce clear foals.” Barry shared an interesting
observation: that FIS came into the breed shortly after
the Chernobyl nuclear disaster in Ukraine.
The Hardendale Stud is fortunate to NOT be facing
the difficulties that some other long time studs have had:
continuing into the future. Barry and Tracey’s daughter Georgina is keen about the ponies and has her own
mare Hardendale Rosie II who has already produced
two fillies for Georgina.
1) Hart, Laura. “Overseas News: I’d Cross the Ocean for a Fell,” Fell Pony Society Magazine, Autumn 2000, p. 46
2) “Fell pony consignment heads for USA,” Cumberland and Westmorland
Herald, May 3, 2003.
3) Millard Sue. Hoofprints in Eden. Hayloft Publishing, Kirkby-Stephen,
Cumbria, England, 2005, p. 94.
4) Millard, p. 133
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The future of the Hardendale stud: Georgina Mallinson with her mare Hardendale Rosie II. Courtesy Barry Mallinson

FPSNA Breeders
BLACK
PONY FARM

DAKOTA
FELL

DREAM HAYVEN
FARM, LLC

FIDDLEHEAD
FARM

HARDENBERG
FEATHERED HORSE
FARM

Contact: John Rutledge
26505 Rd N
Cortez, Colorado, 81321
United States
Website : www.blackponyfarm.com
Email : john@blackponyfarm.com
Phone : 951-662-4143

Contact: Lori Welbig
20097 Higgins Gulch Road
Spearfish, SD, 57783
United States
Website : www.dakotafell.com
Email : Lori_Welbig@hotmail.com

MOONLIT
FELL PONY
FARM

SIRENSONG
FARM

Contact: Elise Miller;
Snohomish, WA, 98290, United States
Website : www.moonlitfellponies.com
Email : moonlitmiller@gmail.com

Contact: Robyn Mewszel
125 S. Main #345
McAlester, OK 74501
United States
Email: sirensongfarm@gmail.com
Phone: 918-424-9002

Contact: Melissa R. Kreuzer
Lafayette, Tennessee, 37083
United States
Website : www.dreamhayven.com
Email : fells@dreamhayven.com

SOUTHMOORE
FARMS

Contact: Kimberly Owens
1041 Scott Rd.
Coldwater , Mississippi, 38618
United States
Email : mokr@bellsouth.net
Phone : 901-212-2034

Contact: Kimberly Dunn
38881 Hwy. 58
Dexter, Oregon, 97431
United States
Website : www.fiddleheadpony.com
Email : hayinabag@yahoo.com
Phone : 541-915-8665

WILLOWTRAIL
FARM

Contact: Jenifer Morrissey
P.O. Box 1034
Walden, Colorado, 80480
United States
Website : www.fellponiescolorado.com
Email : workponies@frii.com
Phone : 970 723 4316

Contact: Will & Jenni Moser
Gilson, Illinois, 61436
United States
Website : www.hfhfarm.com
Email : hfhfarm@gmail.com

Visit
fpsna.org
to place your
breeders ad!

Only FPSNA members residing in North America may advertise in the FPSNA Breeders & Stallions lists.
Note that stallions breeding via artificial insemination must possess a valid FPS A.I. Permit in addition to the Stallion License.
DNA-testing with parentage verification is also required for foals bred by AI. Please see FPS A.I. regulations for more information.
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Branching
Out

MESHING WITH YOUR
PONY THROUGH SELF
IMPROVEMENT, BODY AWARENESS,
AND INTUITIVE PRACTICES.
By: Kimberly Dunn
Kimberly Dunn with CopperBeech Casper

Kimberly Dunn is a trainer/breeder in Oregon who has worked with many small draft breeds including Fell
ponies, Dales, and Gypsies. She is the founder of Get Grounded Equine, a unique obstacle based groundwork program that is highly reliant on body language and a philosophy of ‘we are navigating together’.
For most of us, the Fell pony by nature is a breed that
effortlessly taps into and grabs us by the core compulsion
that seems to be written on our primal DNA, that drive to
have something significant and meaningful with another
sentient being. Our initial compulsion is very real, raw
in understanding and wavering in direction. The equine
collective community is massive, full of opinions and
egos with many willing to define and write the story of
our experiences. We know we want to have thoughtful
interactions with horses, but we often rely on what is
common in practice and traditionally permissive.
Think about it, we are living in interesting times with
regard to defining our relationships with horses. The factors
of necessity in utility are mostly faded. The more common
modern day human/horse activities involve sport and
competition; a vestige to historical working relationships of
necessity. The Fell pony, for example, is no longer needed
in the way it had been in the past. But, even though we
don’t really need horses to work and perform tasks for us,
the prevailing common narratives still surround notions of
horses following our direction, meeting our demands, and
exhibiting a set standard of behavior. Is this really the sum of
what we are seeking in our encounters with horses?
It’s probably obvious at this point, that this training article
is more about the philosophy and mindset of training rather
than the physical doing part. I share this with importance as
our frame of mind and reflective thoughts are necessary for
effective training. Quite often, the mental preparation (the
thinking involved) for a learning session with a pony can
sum up to more time than physically working with the pony.
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I’m sure many of you are nodding in agreement that,
‘yes’, we need to think things through before we execute.
But how many of us really know and understand the
specifics of what we should mentally process prior to
a training session or series of sessions? What are the
‘thinking’ practices that help lead to successful outcomes
for both us and our ponies? The answers are ultimately
unique to the individual pony and his/her partner. For the
majority, there are some good general starting points that
help facilitate flow when transitioning to more structured
and customized learning. There is also potential here to
make our experiences more distinctive and meaningful.
For the scope of this article, my suggestions are a small
sampling of ideas and intended to inspire you to branch
out and explore new possibilities. The Fell pony is an
ideal partner for this exploration and thought as Fell
ponies themselves tend to possess engaging, thoughtful
and curious type personalities.
Here, I would like to offer a few suggestions on
practices that could set in motion meaningful self
discovery as well as experiences that possibly ring true
to that core compulsion I was referring to earlier. I have
so many ideas and experiences I would love to suggest.
But, for
now, I will offer 3 suggestions that relate to our frame
of mind and involves exploration through interaction.
Before I do that, let me prime you with a short-hand list
of head tilting thoughts for your personal contemplation
and research. Here are 5 basic components of thought to
consider when preparing learning/training experiences:

1. COMMUNICATION VS. CONVERSATION
These skills are related but different and we must be skilled with both. We need to be able to accurately convey our
thoughts and ideas, our influence and suggestions, our requests to the pony (communication). We also need to know
how to listen and respond to the concerns, suggestions, influence of the pony (conversation). Having conversations are
more dynamic and meaningful, but difficult if we are poor communicators and struggle to listen. Keep the conversation
2-way and avoid monologues. Accurate understanding of body language and context takes good observation skills. I
suggest spending large amounts of time noting physical signs given by the pony before drawing conclusions. Emphatic
statements made early on that label a pony as stubborn, lazy, or spooky can lead to incorrect strategies for solutions.
2. MENTAL/EMOTIONAL SELF AWARENESS
Check your-self emotionally and do it often. Ask yourself if what you are about to tackle with your pony makes
sense with your emotional abilities at that time. Will you have the emotional capacity to handle situations should
your pony lack focus or be overly stressed? Always have a plan on how to end things on a simple positive note
should you realize you don’t have the emotional stamina needed to handle something difficult. If you take accurate
accounts of where you are at emotionally, you will be able to decide what is appropriate for the session. I have had
days where all I could do was something simple like ask my pony to stand in position at the mounting block, then
proceed to give a good massage. Reset, repeat 3x and we are done.
As a session unfolds, I often take significant moments of pause where I stop what I’m doing to just breathe
and think. That is the moment where I’m focused on, “what did he/she think about what just happened?”
My pause also gives the pony a few moments to process.
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A student is learning to synchronize movement at liberty.
3. PHYSICAL SELF AWARENESS
Increase your understanding and awareness of muscle memory, balance, self-carriage, core strength, seat and riding position. Self improvement and awareness is a lifelong journey. There are a lot of personal explorations, practices you can engage in that don’t necessarily involve formal lessons in dressage. I will offer a simple personal home
practice exercise in this area a little later. Interestingly, the more I have increased my physical self awareness in both
in-hand and riding, the more I am able to minimize the use of artificial aids.
4. RAPPORT VS. RESPECT
There are a lot of ground-work methods that are offered by the ‘equine gurus’ who want you to believe that respect
is key and core to what is important. Sadly, many of these methods do not consider stress levels and give permission to the handler to behave in disrespectful ways. Think about how your pony perceives you and your interactions. If you keep the concept of rapport as primary, you will make better choices on your methods and priorities.
Empathy, understanding, and creativity are traits that will guide you to rapport. Balancing and managing stress is
important, knowing when there is too much or a little more is needed to motivate problem solving skills.
5. TABLE JUDGEMENT AND COMPETITION GOALS
Avoid having sessions that are overly focused on performance, the judgement of others, and the anticipation of
being compared to others. Once you put these goals out of your mind, you will have more mental room for the
things you would do if you were in a meaningful relationship with someone. Let the moment exist in itself with no
rigid expectations for the future. As I teach and mentor others, I encounter more and more people searching for
new narratives and experiences that lead to something more authentic and meaningful than what is widely offered
and accepted. Notions of connection, trust, partnership, and confidence are rising in focus, but the words can be
distorted due to poor analysis. Many say ‘connection’ when they really mean obedience. The training practices
that lead to learned helplessness or habituation are sometimes misconstrued as earning ‘trust’. Probably the most
popular misused word is ‘respect’ referring to the horse offering desirable behavior.
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Here are those three suggestions I promised.
1. PROPER INTRODUCTIONS AND LASTING IMPRESSIONS
So much of what we do with horses is about our dominance, our control and our agenda that it is easy to forget
about how our ponies perceive us. Are they drawn to us because we are safe, sensible and peaceful? Or have they
just learned to tolerate our irritating and confusing actions? A session with a pony is just as much about making
sure we present ourselves in a way we want to be perceived as we want to teach and develop the pony. The more
we show ourselves in an understandable way that makes sense to the pony, the better our flow of interactions.
Horses actually tolerate a lot of our buffoonish behavior. Their feedback to us can be very subtle and takes a
heightened intuition to realize we are not being perceived well. A lot of our handling and equipment restricts a
horse from fully giving feedback. This first suggestion doesn’t have a specific activity in mind, just a tip to take
into every experience. In all of your interactions, consider the perceptions your pony is developing based on your
presentation and delivery. As a session unfolds, I often take significant moments of pause where I stop what I’m
doing to just breathe and think. That is the moment where I’m focused on, “what did he/she think about what just
happened?” My pause also gives the pony a few moments to process.
2. FOLLOW YOUR HORSE
Sometimes good leaders follow. Following is about listening, about acknowledging the interests and concerns of
others, and about synchronizing with the ones you are responsible for. This is a suggestion in flowing together.
What might happen if you get with your pony in a space and make a point to follow his/her direction? Instead
of you picking the trajectories and interests, you are following those of the pony. It might help to have some
interesting objects in the space with you, possibly a few new and unfamiliar items. Hopefully, you will be able to
focus on the movement and body signs your pony expresses and just dial into it. This practice lets your pony know
you are a good listener, that you trust them and they can trust you. For further thought: This practice can expand
to hiking and riding. More and more I delight in the growth and learning that happens when I let the pony pick
where we go and what we investigate on trails.
Following the lead and curiosity of the pony in-hand.

9 yr. gelding and his mentor take an outing/hike on trails w/ obstacles.
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For further thought: The journey to riding bridle less (liberty) involves a 2-part process: First….. of
replacing mechanical force and artificial aids with refined riding skills related specifically to your body
which are consistent use in timing of leg, seat, posture, breath, and constant check on balance.
Second…understanding the bio-mechanics and physical capabilities of your pony as well as the signals and
signs the pony offers in the conversation of riding.
3. EXPLORE MINIMIZING AND/OR ELIMINATING USE OF ARTIFICIAL AIDS
To start, pick an environment that feels safe and intimate enough for you to be able to focus on yourself and your
pony. I suggest it is a space that is both familiar and pleasant for both of you, free of scrutiny and distractions. When
deciding your first initial sessions of minimizing aids, be realistic with your comfort zone and pick minimizing the
aids that won’t overwhelm either of you. This is a great moment to become better aware of what you truly focus and
rely on when riding. It’s totally up to you what you minimize and what you emphasize, as long as it
puts you in a place just outside your normal box of comfort. Upon first mounting, prepare yourself that you are
not going to worry about steering or being in charge of direction. I suggest you start out just letting the pony move
while you put most of your attention on the feel and movement of your body meshing with the feel and movement
of the pony’s body. Be sure you are breathing. If the pony doesn’t offer forward, just calmly ask for it. A pony that
has learned to be over reliant on the aids may need some time and relaxed prompting to understand it is ok to move
forward. Once you have got the basic step of moving forward, you decide together what you want to play around
with and explore. As you get more comfortable and advanced with sessions this way, you will see opportunities to
refine moving together in a variety of ways. If you don’t have the mechanical aids, what is left? Most likely a journey
will unfold that leads you to better emotional and physical self awareness, improved communication skills, and
heightened intuition.
For further thought: The journey to riding bridle less (liberty) involves a 2-part process: First….. of replacing
mechanical force and artificial aids with refined riding skills related specifically to your body which are consistent
use in timing of leg, seat, posture, breath, and constant check on balance. Second………understanding the biomechanics and physical capabilities of your pony as well as the signals and signs the pony offers in the conversation
of riding. My personal compulsions led me to the Fell pony breed and I am so grateful for my journey with this
breed. It’s my desire that all find their way with their ponies and feel true to the core of of compulsion. Hopefully,
by reading this, you will have found at least one nugget of thought that will inspire you to branch out with your
pony. Find your way TOGETHER!
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Greetings from Zone 2. I hope everyone is doing well and having
fun with their ponies. I am currently working the ponies late in the
evenings to try to beat the heat. We are being very careful cooling the
ponies out after work. Cool running water from the hose in one hand
while constantly scraping with the other hand really does wonders
bringing down their body temperatures. We took most of the summer
off this year but we went up to go to Prairie du Chien, WI in our new
antique carriage! Vern got to showcase his 1905 English round-back gig
at the prestigious Villa Louis Carriage Show. I hope everyone is enjoying
their summer with their ponies. That’s all from us down in Florida!
Nichole Jansen
Zone 2 Representative

We Have NEW Zones! Not Sure Which Zone You’re In?
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ZONE 1: 12 MEMBERS
ZONE 2: 12 MEMBERS

Check the Map
to Find Out!

ZONE 3: 11 MEMBERS
ZONE 4: 9 MEMBERS
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Join Us on Facebook:

Fell Pony Society of North America, Inc.
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FPSNA Has a New Look!
If you have not yet had the opportunity to visit FPSNA’s newly re-designed website, we encourage you to
stop by and take a tour. Your council members have been hard at work behind the scenes to provide visitors
with an easy to navigate website for members and visitors alike.

Easy Online Membership • Quick Access to Forms
Breeders Listings • Stallion Listings
Ponies for Sale • FPSNA Awards
Complete Archive of Fell Pony Express
And Much More!

Same Address....Fresh Design
www.fpsna.org
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Foal Announcments are published in the Fall issue of
The Fell Pony Express. Please submit your photos and
information to webmaster@fpsna.org by
November 15, 2019 to have your new arrivals featured
in the next issue!
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THE FELL PONY SOCIETY
OF NORTH AMERICA, INC.

c/o Melissa Kreuzer, Chairman
PO Box 361
Lafayette, TN 37083
info@fpsna.org
www.fpsna.org
www.facebook.com/fellponysociety

The Fell Pony Society of North America, Inc. (FPSNA), was the first Registered
Overseas Branch of the Fell Pony Society (FPS) (UK) anywhere in the world.
FPSNA is also the oldest and largest Fell pony organization in North America and
was established in 2001 with the support of the majority of Fell owners and breeders
in North America. We were legally incorporated in January 2002, as a federally
recognized public charity under Section 501 (c) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code.
Our mission is to promote and preserve the Fell pony breed in North
America in ways that are consistent with the rules and regulations of the FPS.
All FPSNA breeders are members-in-good-standing with our registry, FPS,
through which all of our foals are registered and stallions are licensed for breeding.

Published three times a year, Summer, Winter,
and Special Awards

All contents & photographs in The Fell Pony Express are © FPSNA, Inc 2019,
unless otherwise specified herein.

The Deadline for the Winter Issue of The Fell Pony Express is

November 15, 2019

Send Your Submissions to newsletter@fpsna.org

If you have questions about your submission, please don’t hesitate to contact us!

DreamHayven High Commander (Banksgate
Juno x Murthwaite Nat's Lass), three year old
gelding, pictured in the UK. © Elyned Ashcroft

